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FOREWORD
This manual documents a computer program developed for the design and
analysis of filament-reinforced metal-shell pressure vessels. The computer
program has been assigned Aerojet Job Number AGC 674.
This computer program operation manual was prepared by the Chemical and
Structural Products Division and the Computing Sciences Division of the Aerojet-
General Corporation, under Contract NAS 3-6292, entitled "Glass-Fiber-Reinforced
Metallic Tanks for Cryogenic Service." The work on the contract is under the
direction of the NASA, Lewis Research Center, Liquid Rocket Technology Branch.
Mr. James R. Barber is the I2_.TB Project Manager.
The computer program and manual were prepared by F. J. Darms and R' E. Landes
of the Chemical and Structural Products Division, and Dr. J. W. Lambert, M. C.
Zethraeus, and R. McCowan of the Computing Sciences Division.
A magnetic tape reel of this computer program is available on loan from
the Lewis Research Center_ Technical Information Division_ Library Branch. <<
Approved by"
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TEST_. A card listing of the FORTRAN IV source deck for the computer program is
given in Appendix B.
IiI. PROGRAM ROUTINE DESCRIPTION
Program No. 674 consists of the main program, plus the following subroutines:










The primary functions of the main program are:
I. Direct the calling of subroutines. A detailed flow diagram
is shown in Figure I, and a general calling sequence diagram is shown below.




e Provide the logic necessary for two options:
a. Winding Pattern- Geodesic Isotensoid (ISO-2)or
In-Plane-Wrap (ISO=1).
b. Cylinder Length- Cylindrical section required
(CYLN_I) or oblate spheroid with no cylindrical section required (CYLN=I).
3. Calculate the physical properties and performance of the




















































data is included (If{CASE- 1), no skipping off input cards is necessary.
Ji SUBROUTINE TES"T
This is the only MAP routine in the program. Its entire purpose
is to test an input variable to determine whether that variable was left blank
or input as zero. The validity of this routine is based upon IBSYS storing minus
zeros for blank input fields.




K is re turned as
O- when VA/{ is zero or non-zero
I - when VAR is blank (-O)
IV. INPUT INFORMATION
A. REQUIRED INPUT CARDS
The following sequence of punched cards numerically defines the
case to be analyzed. Typical input sheets are shown in Appendix C.
I. Title Cards
Columns I to 72 may contain any title information and will
head the output.
2. Geometry Card
This card contains the required geometry input data. (*)
denotes optional input.
ii _





Total Vessel Length- VLEN
Vessel Radius - A
Boss Radius, Head #I - X01
Boss Radius, Head #2- X02
Distance Estimate - C
Both X01 and X02 must be greater than zero. Columns 49-60
contain an estimate of the C value (see nomenclature)to be used for in-plane-
srap patterns (IS0=I). If no C value is given, the program assumes that a
geodesic-isotensoid (IS0=2) is required.
_i!!<i!/
o Metal Shell Properties, C._rd
Two cards are required to define the properties of tb._ ! _i
shell and their change with respect to temperature.
Columns I - 12 Density- RHOL
13 -24
25- 36
Coefficient of Th"__"m_:'l Expansion A]. '_
Tensile Yield Strength- SYL
37- 48 Derivative of SYL with respect to
temperature- DSYLDT
49 - 60 Compressive yield strength or buckling
limit - SYLC
61 - 72 Derivative of SYLC with respect to
temperature- DSYCDT
1!o I:_,ctalShell Properties, Card 2
Columns I - 12 Elast_ c Modulus EL
13 - 24 Derivative o-C 7!•i. ....'
to temperatuz'c .....', :
'_!_,_srespect
25- 36 Plastic Modulus- El
37 - 48 Derivative of Plastic Modulus wiLh respect
to temperature - DE!DT
49 - 60 Poisson's Ratio - VL
61 - 72 .Derivative of Poisson's Ratio with respect
to temperature- DNULDT
1 Filn.r_,::utCom}.,osite Pro_2erties Card
Co _ .:_us ! -- I °_ Comoo_itr_ Density- R!IOC
-_k "
1_ - 24
25- 36 F i lain e n t _;' tic .. - EF
37 - 48 Derivative of Elastic Modulus with respect
to temperature - DEPDT
49- 60 Volume _.,,,_ction Filament - BIK
@
_onditioz_ Card I
A series of three cards is used to describe the opl;iona! and
/fixed design conditions (*) denotes option inputb- • •
Columns I - 12 (*) Design Pressure - PD
13 - 24
2536
Filament Stress at the Winding Condition-
Metal Shell Meridional Stress at the
Winding Condition - S_L
37 - 48 Room Temperature - TR
49 - 6O
61 - 72
Design Temperature of Composite - TDF
o
Design Temperature of Metal Shell- TDL
• De,s,,ign Conditipns, Card 2
Columns I - 12 (*) Composite Thickness at the Equator- TO
13 - 24
25- 36
(*) Filament Design Stress- SFD
(*) Metal Shell Uniaxial Hoop Strain at
Design - EBLH
37 - 48 (*) Metal Shell Thickness at the Equator-
49 - 60 (*) Metal Shell Hoop Stress at the Winding
Condition - S_LH
61 - 72 (*) Cylinder Parameter cYL_
•
80 (*) Service Cycle Flag- IRCASE
Design Conditi0ns,.. Car.d 3_
Columns I - 12 (*) Metal Shell Uniaxial Meridional Strain
at Design - EBL
B. OPTIONAL INPUT
All input parameters marked with a star (*) may be optional or
required depending on the desired use of the program• The following options are
available and controlled by choice of starred input•
I @ Windin_ .P.attern i
Two wrap patterns have been programmed and the choice will
dictate the head contour.
a•
Geodesic Isotensoid
If the value of C, columns 49- 60 of card 2, is left
......... _ ._ _ ....... ...... .... i._i , /--,i_ ......
........•iil¸
blank the program assumes a Ceodesic-lsotensoid wrap pattern. For this case,
the boss radii X01 and X02 must be made equal.
b. In-Plane-Wrap
If a number greater than zero is input in Columns
49-60 of card 2, the program assumes an In-Plane-Wrap pattern. If X01 and X02
are not identical, care must be used in the interpretation of output data (see
Section Vl).
. Type of Mandrel
Five separate loops which depend on the choice of mandrel
are available.
a. Pressure Mandre I
If S_LH, columns 49-60 of card 7, is left blank
the program assumes a pressure stabilized mandrel is desired. The following




INPUT VARIABLES (X DENOTES FIXATION)_,
i _ !
X X- two _f three
............... = ....... . . ,.
X _ X X- two of three
_ ................. ._.........
t ..... X....... X .....
b. Rigid. Mandrel
If a value for S_LH is input, the program assumes a
rigid mandrel is required.• Options available for _is type of mandrel are shown
below:
INPUT VARIA..,3LE (X DENOTES FIXATION)_
..... q- TL.......,,TO'i..... ..
x x_I-' two f three
.....
X X- two of _hree
3 • Cylinder Requirement
If CYLN, columns 61-72 of card 7, is left blank, the program
assumes a cylindrical section is required in the vessel design. If CYLN is given
a value of 1, the program assumes an oblate spheroid (back-to-back heads) is
required and adjusts VLEN to allow for the absence of a cylindrical section.
4. Service Cycle
L
One card is required for each combination of pressure/
temperature. There may be N combinations of pressure and temperature in each
service cycle and M independent service cycles applied to each design.
Columns 1-12 New Design Pressure- PN
13-24 New Metal Shell Temperature - TNL
25-36 New Filament Composite Temperature- TNF
79-80 Control Flag - ISCN
ISCN must equal I for first card in any service cycle and-I for the last card
in the same service cycle.
Vo OUTPUT INFORNAT, ION
Refer to Nomenclature (Section VIII)for FORTRAN symbols used in
presentation of input.
A. INPUT DATA
B. DESIGN DATA AT THE EQUATOR











b@ Zero Pressure/Room Temperature
Co Zero Pressure/Design Temperature
do Design Pressure and Temperature
Co IIEAD CONTOUR DATA








Stresses and Strains (for each condition stated in B-4)





m Weight of Metal Shell
Q Weight of Filament Shell









Weight of Filament Shell






CYLINDER STRESSES AND STRAINS (FOR EACH CONDITION STATED IN B-4)
VESSEL PROPERTIES








Additional information is obtained from the output in the form of
messages describing various conditions or changes in _arameters which are required
to optimize a given design.
H. SERVICE CYC LE
Data is printed for each point on the head contour and for the




Change in Yield Stress Due to Plastic Set
VI. ADDITIONAL COMNENTS
A. ERROR MESSAGES
The following error messages, when printed, cause termination of data
cases. They are listed by the routine issuing the message with the probable cause
defined.
I. Main Program
a@ "CANNOT RUN PROBLEM". . . An isotensoid case has been
read in with X_I _ X_2. Chang_ input such that X_I - X_2.
b. "NUMBER OF PTS ON IIEAD EXCEEDS DIMENSIONED SIZE OF 200".
Subroutine RUNKUT has not been able to complete integration within 200 steps.
Re-Check input data.
Co
TE ="UNABLE TO ITERA ON C. CLAST " Af C- IP " " •
value of C could not be found after 10 iterstions. Re-check input data.
do
"UNABLE TO CALCULATE LAST POINT INPLANE-WRAP ON A
SPHERE .... CHECK INPUT"... The program is attempting to take the square root
of a negative number. Re-check input data.
e. "UNABLE TO CALCUL&TE LAST POINT INPLANE-WRAP NOT ON
A SPHERE. . . CHECK INPUT". • . See explanation under d.
2o _ibroutine CK!N
ao
"TL OR PD MUST BE INPUT". . . Insufficient input data
to complete loop.
bo "TO OR TL MUST BE INPUT". • . Same as above.
Co
"SFD NOT GIVEN". • . SFD must be input for this
combination of input data.
do
"SFD OR EBL MUST BE INPUT". • . Re-check input data.
eo
"RADIC IS NEGATIVE". • . The program is attempting to
take the square root of a negative number. Re-check input.
f. "TO OR PD MUST BE INPUT". • . Re-check input data.
go
"SFD MUST BE INPUT". . . Input SFD if this loop is
desired.
ho
"BOTH PD AND TL MUST BE INPUT". • . Check input data.
3. Subroutine ROOTS
1!
"NO REAL POSITIVE ROOT EXISTS. RADIC = , M77= , • • -
Unable to solve equation for SBL in CKIN, re-check input data.
B.
MESSAGES NOT CAUSING TERMINATION
I. Main Program
"NO CYLINDER ALL CYLINDER STRESSES NON-EXIsTENT". • • CYLN






"RIGID MANDREL WINDING PRESSURE IS FICTICIOUS". . •
The number of times this message is printed is the number of iterations that was
required to establish a correct C value. If a pressure mandrel is desired, input
b. "DESIGN PRESSURE INCONSISTENT WITH OTHER GIVEN DATA". • •
Too many fixed variables, the program calculated a PD to satisfy other fixed input.
c. "LINER YIELDS IN COMPRESSION ON REDUCTION FROM WINDING
PRESSUR_ TO ZERO PRESSURE". . . SYLC has been exceeded, re-check input data.
C. LIM IT ING CASES
A few limiting cases of interest to the pressure vessel designer
have been input to the program in order to check out the programs' capabilities.
All cases involved inputting zero for a particular parameter.
e All Filament-Wound Pressure Vessel
In order to design a pressure vessel with no metal shell, a
number with order of magnitude of' 10-4 should be input for TL. If zero is input
for TL, the program will termin_te since division by this quantity is called for
in tl_e program.
o All Metal-Shell Pressure Vessel
The input of TO = O.O to produce an all metal pressure vessel
spparently produces good data. If CYLN - 1.O, the program will compute a sphere
constructed entirely of metal.
o 0blote Spheroids
The best estim_te of C for an oblate spheroid is zero. Input
of C = 0.O may or may not terminate !he program, and it is recommended that a
value of C =.OO5 be used as an input estimate. The program will iter_te around
this value and produce a value of C with order of ma_r_itude__ _+ 10-5 • A finite
................. :, .... ...... _ :_ ::_.i ........ '"_i i _ "
•_ii_ length cylinder is always produced by the program, and this includes the oblate
spheroid series. For an oblate spheroid, the cYlinder length will always be
< 10-3 VLEN. This small section is, however, not introduced into vessel property
calculations.
@ Metal-Shell Plastic Modulus
The plastic modulus of some candidate metal-shell materials
is equal to zero. Since division by E1 is called for by the program, it is
recommended that a value of IO-4 be used for El rather than zero.
D@ SAMPLE PROBLEMS
Two examples are given in Appendix C which cover the main options
available in the program.
Sample Case NO, I, Incone! Metal-Shel_l:
Wrap Pattern: Geodesic Isotensoid
Mandrel: Rigid
Vessel Type: Includes Cylindrical Section
Service Cycle: Two independent service cycle included
Sample Case No. 2, Titani_ Metal_Shell:
Wrap Pattern: _ In-Plane-Wrap
Mandrel: Pressure Staballzed


















































Des crip tio__n Un! tS
Vessel radius
tangent of angle betwe@n plane of wrap-
and axis of vessel
Coefficient of thermal expansion
of composite
Coefficient of thermal expansion
of metal shell
Angle between meridia n and filament
Filament fraction in composite






section Of wrap plane with equator
divided by radius, a (when used as input establis_
requirement in-plane wrap pattern).
Fl&g for cylinder inclusibn
Derivative of Ef with respect to
temperature
Derivative of E I with respect to
temperature
psi/°F
Derivative of EL with respect to
temperature
ps i/°F
Derivative of vL with respect to
temperature
I/°F
Derivative of gYLC with respect to
temperature
psi/°F
Derivative of oyL with respect to
temperature
psi/°F
Change in elastic yield strength of
metal-shell in hoop direction
psi
Change in elastic yield strength of psi
metal-shell in longitudinal direction
Design strain of metal-shell (uniaxial)
in longitudinal direction
Design strain of metal-shell (uniaxial)
in hoop direction
in./in.
Biaxial strain of metal-shell in
meridian direction at design pressure
Biaxial strain of metal-shell in hoop in./in.
direction at design pressure
Elastic modulus of filaments at room psi


























































Strain of longitudinal filaments in in./in.
cylinder
Meridian filament strain at design in./in.
pressure
Strain of hoop filaments in cylinder in./in.
Plastic modulus of metal-shell at room
temperature (must be > O) psi
Plastic modultB of metal-shell at
design temperature psi
Elastic modulus of metal-shell at
room temperature (must be > O) °psi
Strain of metal-shell in longitudinal
direction of cylinder in./in.
Strain of metal-shell in hoop direction
of cylinder in./in.
Elastic modulus of metal-shell at
design temperature psi
Longitudinal filament strain for
condition "N" in /in,:
, service cycle
Hoop filament strain for condition
"_i" "/ "
, service cycle in in
Metal-shell strain in longitudinal
direction for condition "N", service
cycle in./in.
Metal-shell strain in hoop direction
for condition "N" , service cycle in./in
Meridian filament strain due to winding
pressure at room temperature in./in.
Meridian filament strain at zero
pressure and room temperature in./in.
Meridian filament strain at zero .
pressure and design temperature in./in.
Meridian metal-shell strain due to
winding pressure at room temperature in./in.
Hoop metal-shell strain due to wind-
ing pressure at room temperature
Hoop metal-shell strain at zero
pressure and room temperature
Hoop metal-sl!ell strain at zero
pressure and design temperature
Meridian metal-shell strain at zero
pressure and room temperature
Meridian metal-shell strain at zero




























































Descr ip tio_n_n Units


















Angle between normal to surface and
axis of vessel
New pressure, service cycle
Winding pressure
Density of filament composite
Density of metal-shell
Meridian radius of curvature
Hoop radius of curvature in.
Meridian design stress in metal-shell psi
Hoop design stress in metal-shell psi
Stress in longitudinal filaments of
cylinder psi
Design stress in meridian filaments psi
Stress in hoop filaments of cylinder psi
Longitudinal stres in metal-shell of
cylinder psi
Hoop stress in metal-shell of cylinder psi
Longitudinal filament stress for
condftion "_•", ser_ice cycle
Hoop filament stress for condition
"N" service cycle
Metal-shell stress in longitudinal
direction for condition "N" service
cycle
Metal-shell stress in hoop direction
for condition "N" service cycle
Meridian filament stress due to wind-
ing pressure
Meridian filament stress at zero
pressure and room temperature
Meridian filament stress at zero
pressure and design temperature
Meridian metal-shell stress due to
winding pressure
Hoop metal-shell stress due to wind-
ing pressure at room temperature
Hoop metal-shell stress at zero


















































De scr ip tion
Units
Hoop metal-shell stress at zero
pressure and design temperatur e
Meridian metal-shell stress at zero
pressure and room temperature
Meridian metal-shell stress at zero
pressure and design temperature
Yield strength of meta-shell in
tension
Compressive yield strength of metal-
shell (or buckling limit)
Compressive yield strength of metal-
shell at design temperature
Tensile yield strength of metal-shell
at design temperature psi
Meridian composite thickness in.
oF
Design temperature of filaments
O
Design temperature of metal-shell F
" nEqulvale t filament thickness in
meridian direction in.




New metal-shell temperature, service OF
cycle




Dimensionless axial coordinate, y/a -
Poisson's ratio of metal-shell at
room temperature
Total vessel length
Poisson's ratio of metal-shell at
design temperature
Radial coordinate
Inner radial coordinate of meridian
filaments































Boss radius (must be > O)
Boss radius (must be > O)
Axial coordinate
Inner axial coordinate of meridian
filament




Dimensionless radial coordinate, x/a -
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ANALYSIS OF FI_-WOUND-COMPOSITE PRESSURE VESSELS WITH
LOAD-CARRYING LINERS
I. INTRODUCTION
The optimum pressure vessel may be described as one having equal margins
of safety in all directions at all locations on the shell. This requires that
the filament stresses be constant along their length and that the liner be
subjected to a l-to-i stress field.
The analysis described in this appendix was established to comply with
these requirements at a specified design pressure. Compliance with the
requirement for a balanced stress field in the liner is not maintained for
all conditions_ however_ because the physical responses of the liner and
composite vary with the magnitude of the load and the direction of the fiber.
The vessel'design is therefore contingent on the design pressure as well as
the dimensional and physical characteristics of the liner and composite.
The design of the optimum-performance pressure vessel must also meet
criteria for efficient filament-reinforced composites" minimum resin stresses
and continuity of fiber direction. Minimum resin stresses are achieved by
fiber orientation and the equations of differential strains in principal
directions (minimized change of fiber orientation with pressure). Continuity
of fiber direction is obtained by equations in the analysis that establish
the filament path.
Based on these criteria_ the following design assumptions were made °
The filament stresses are constant along their length at the winding and
design conditions.
The liner stresses are constant in the meridional direction at the
design condition.
The changes in strains in the meridional and hoop directions are equal
from the winding condition to the design condition.
Filament rotation is negligible as the pressure is increased or decreased
from the winding pressure.
The resin-matrix effect is negligible (a netting analysis can be used)°
Poisson's ratio for the composite is negligible.
Single temperature values can be used for the composite and liner for
any given condition.
Additional assumptions required to reduce the complexity of the design
included the following"
The thickness of the liner is constant for all points.
The differences in radii of curvature for the pressurized and unpres-
surized conditions are negligible.
The stress-strain relationship of the liner can be represented by two
straight lines (i.e., primary and secondary moduli).
The stress-strain relationship of the filaments can be represented by
a straight line.
Poisson's ratio for the metal is 1/2 in the plastic range.
The stress field in the liner approaches i to i whenyield occurs and
the biaxial yield point can be approximated by the uniaxial yield point.
II. ANALYSIS
The design and analysis of optimum filament-reinforced pressure vessels
with load-carrying liners has been divided into five sections representing
basic analytical operations: analysis of parameters_ head design, cylinder
design, structural analysis, and vessel characteristics.
The analysis of parameters was established to complete the dimensional
and conditional parameters of the composite and liner structure at the equator
of the head on the basis of known parameters and equilibrium and compatibility
equations. Twoprimary methods of vessel fabrication are covered: fabrica-
tion on a rigid mandrel and fabrication on a pressure-stabilized liner.
The design of the head is based on the solution of a differential equa-
tion that describes both the balance of force field in the head and the path
of the filaments on the surface of the vessel (i.e., planar path or helical
path). Special solutions of the location of the surface of the head at a
point nearest the axis are given, depending on the wrap pattern and the loca-
tion of the inflection point in the differential equation.
The design of the cylindrical portion of the vessel provides the method
of defining the thickness and wrap tension of the hoop filaments on the basis
of design and wrapping conditions.
The structural analysis establishes equilibrium and compatibility
equations for the analysis of the vessel designed by the foregoing procedures.
Both stresses and strains are calculated on the basis of prior conditions
in order to provide for the analysis of sequential conditions and permanent
set of the vessel.
The vessel-characteristics section provides a method of establishing
dimensional and performance parameters for the vessel, including (a) the arc
length of the filament, (b) the surface area, (c) the weight of the composite,
liner, and total vessel, (d) the internal volume_ and (e) the performance
factor of the vessel, pV/W*
-,,(.





A. ANALYSIS OF PARAMETERS
l. Compatibility and Equilibrium E_uations 'at Equator
In order that the optimum shape of a filament-wound pres-
sure vessel with a load-carrying liner may be defined, it is necessary to
establish the equations of compatibility and equilibrium for the liner and
the composite. This may be accomplished by equating the strains and de-
fining the load distribution in both components.
For the analysis presented in this appendix, the following
assumptions were used" (a) The winding always occurs at room temperature,
TR_ and (b) the physical properties of both liner and composite vary in a
straight-line relationship with temperature. For example_
dE L




AT L = TdL - TR
It was assumed that the liner, which may either be held
rigid (zero stress and strain) or be under some internal pressure, is over-
wrapped with filaments_ which are under a constant tension. It is desired
to establish the thicknesses of liner and filaments in addition to their
initial stresses so that the complete vessel will support a specified design
pressure. At the design pressure, the filaments should be at a design stress
(which may contain a safety factor) and the liner may be stressed past its
yield point. Furthermore_ the design conditions may include significant
temperature changes_ and the filaments and liners may be at different
temperatures themselves.
When plastic flow is involved_ the order of temperature
or pressure application affects the final stress condition. It is therefore
necessary to assume that the change from the winding temperature to the design
temperature occurs at a condition below the yield stress of the liner.
The structural responses of the combined composite and
liner vary with the direction (i.e._ the vessel expands at different rates
in the hoop and meridional directions). This variation demands that the
change in strains in the hoop and meridional directions can only be equated
between two conditions. Because the orientation and efficiency of the fila-
ments are most critical at the design condition, this condition was chosen
to complement the winding condition by maintaining equal strains and thus
maintaining a zero net rotation of the fibers. The compatibility of the
composite and liner strains at other design conditions was assumed to be
governed by equal meridional strains, because the fiber direction at the
equator will approach this direction for pressure-vessel designs considered
in this study_ where the diameter of the bosses and the wrap angles are small.
With the foregoing assumptions_ the equations that follow
govern the design at the equator of the head.
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In the meridional direction,







• _ (%LT - VLT %T,HT)
•. etL = EL T
Since
_rbLT _LHT
ebL - EL T and ebL H EL T
then
etL = ebL - vLT ebLH





etLH = ebLH - @LTebL
!iiiiili//<_i!!¸i)i
Condition 2" ebL < _LT and ebLH > _LT
' " ELT -- %T
ebL H ---_
In the meridional direction,




eE = --'--- - _LT
ELT ELT




ObL____T %LT 1 (ObLHT - _LT )_
= EL T - _2LT ELT - _ EIT
Since
.... V
ELT 2 EIT 2 ELT 2 ELT LT ELT
Ob'LT and _LHT - %LT
ebL = EL T ebLH = El T ELT
• . : .... . .... : .....: ...... ....... ::, , : :. ' . .... ..... . ......
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_: _i/% then
etL = ebL - _ ebLH L ELT
For the hoop direction_
etL H = eE + eP
_LT _LT
eE -
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Similarly, for the hoop direction,
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The fourth condition, which assumes that the liner has
yielded in the meridional direction and not yielded in the hoop direction,
has been eliminated from consideration in the design of the vessel by the
assumption that the hoop stress will always lead or be equal to the meridional
stress at the design conditions.
Co Equilibrium at Zero Pressure and Design Temperature
Meridional Direction
_fT t + tL = 0e _LT
Hoop Direction
2
O-ofT te tan _o + o°-LHT tL = 0 (3a)









+ % ATL (4)
e. Equilibrium at Zero Pressure and Room Temperature
Meridional Direction
o- ' t + o-' t =0




or' t tan _ + o-' tL = 0of e o oLH (5a)
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%f t + tLe %L = 2
Hoop Direction
2
_of te tan C_o + (_oLH tL = (7a)
D-IO
....i:!!i!t:!:......
<_ii_i li_• 2. Solution of Equations
Eight force-equilibrium equations and four strain-compati-
bility equations are available for the determination of the 19 unknown variables
shown in Table D-I. The wrap angle at the equator (_o) can be approximated,
and later verified, to eliminate one unknown, and the vessel radius (a)_ ini-
tial filament-winding stress (O-of), and meridional stress in the liner at
the wrap condition (_oL) are fixed to eliminate another three unknowns. Be-
cause strain compatibility from the wrap condition to the design condition
is assumed, the four applicable equations _(i)_ (la), (2), (2a)_ involving
eight of the remaining 15 unknowns may be satisfied first. The following
cases_ involving the nine remaining unknowns, are considered representative
of conditions that may be expected in practice"
Unknown Variables*
Case No. _oLH ____d ebLH( _LH )....... ebL(_L) tL ot __Pd
i X X - - (Two X, one -) -
2 X - X - (Two X, one -) -
5 - x X - (Two X, one -) -
4 - - X X (Two X, one -) -
5** - X - - X - X -
Two conditions can exist during winding" A rigid mandrel
can be used to control the strains within the liner, or the liner can be
stabilized by internal pressure. The first two cases in the tabulation above
deal with the condition of fixed liner strain during winding (e.g., liner
supported by rigid mandrel). In both rigid-mandrel cases, the hoop stress
in the liner at the wrap condition (_oLH) is fixed.
For Case i, O-fd and two of the three variables tL_ t_ andPd are also fixed. The simultaneous solution of Equations (2) and _2 : sub-
j ect to the fixed variables, results in the following equation for <rbL,_I °
FOrinCase 2, 5oe",.nT'"(_,..)o,.n_.±.neandtwo of the three variables tLi t_ and Pd are fixed
addition _T._" solution of Equations (2) and 2a is use_ to
calculate O-fd as follows"
_iili_
X •denotes fixed, - denotes unfixed.
Equations (7) and (7a) are used in the solution of this case in addition to
Equations (i), (la), (2)_ and (2a).
All constants (M) are evaluated subsequently throughout this section.
D-II
_o___(_ _ _o_)+_ % _ _ _] (9)
,_fd = EfT [M54 (rbLH + Ef - E L - + ELT
For both rigid-mandrel cases,
T,:M 52 _L_ + M53 (io)
If tL is given, Equation (i) reduces to
t Pda _L tL= - -...... (ll)
e 2C_d O-_d
If t is given_ Equation (i) becomes
e
Pd a





--9--a = 2 Ii _fd te tan _o _ tL _LH]
rl, o - ,.....P'da 'pd a _]
Although the wrap pressure is fictitious for the rigid mandrel, it can be
calculated from Equation (7) as
Pw :a f e




i_+ i' _Ef _LL ( )(i - b)L tan 2 C_o)
t
_, : _ e 0-'















1 + 1 te Z}









LHT - - tL _ofT tan2 CZo
(20)
The M constants depend upon whether the liner stresses exceed the yield or not"
Condition i" _bL and _LH <_LT
M52 = 1.0
ELT
M53 = EL z + %T (%T,- %T,_)
M54 : EL T
M55 = o.o
Cgndit_ion 2" _bL< _LT and _bLH _ _rLT
3 ELT
M52 = 2E!T (i + _LT)-
EIT (_oL - _LH )(I + %)
M53 = M5 2 ' 3 EL
M54 = ELT 2 EIT











The remaining three cases deal with a pressure-stabilized mandrel. For Case 3_
_'fd, ebLH (CrbI._), and two of the three variables tL_ t o , and Pd are fixed. As
in Cases i and 2, the strain-compatibility equations between the wrap condition
and the design condition [Equations (2) and (2aD are solved simultaneously,
subject to the position of the liner stress relative to the yield stress.
Condition i" _bL and _bLH < %LT
_L 1%T _LT ) + ebL H
(z- _ 2) _
LT M6o(i+ {_)I (21)
(22)
Condition 2" %L < %LT and O_L H __LT
+_(_ _ )
2 LT ELT ]
_T ) + ebL H (1 - 2
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%L : 1 + %T 2EIT % (i+ST)(%T'-%T,H).IEL (22a)
::_:ir i ¸_




_bL = <rbLH +




For the three conditions of liner stress_ the constant M60 is evaluated as
follows"
+ czf AT f " czL AT L
The remainder of the unknown variables are calculated from the same equations
used for Cases i and 2 _ee Equations (ii) through (20)].
For Case 4, ebL H ((_LH), ebL (_bL), and two of the three vari-
ables tL, to, and Pd are fixed.
Condition i" %L and CrbLH < _LT
%, (z+<)
o- : O- + ' _T ( _ ebL)
oLH oL i+ lJL ebLH
(2_)
Condition 2" %L _ %LT and _bLH _ _LT
oLH _L + i + JL ebLH-






Condition _" CTbL and C_bLH >___yLT
3EL ebL)








and all other unknown variables are calculated as in Cases i through 3 Isee
Equations (ii) through (20)].
L
In Case 5, _d' tL' and Pd are fixed. Six equations [(i),
(la), (2), (2a), (7), and (7a)]" are solved simultaneously to provide equations
for pressure-mandrel solutions with minimum variable fixation. These equations
introduce an additional variable, Pw, which must be determined in addition to
other unknown variables related to the winding and design conditions. The longi-
tudinal stress in the liner at the design condition (dbL) is calculated from
the general quadratic equation:
_ +- T -4MT8 (25)
CrbL- 2
and the initial hoop stress in the liner at the wrap condition (<ToLH) is
_oLH = _0 - M71 _bL + _2 tan2 _o _L 2
-
where the constants M, which do not depend on liner stress, are as follows °
_0 = _L tan2 _o
2tL _oL 2
------_ftan 2 _ + _ tan
_i _d o pd a o









4 = Eft Ef - _L ZITL _f /ITf
All other M values in Equations (25) and (26) and the hoop stress in the liner
at the design condition (_bL) depend on the design condition of liner stress
relative to the yield stress"




_ .. EL Hy6
%2 (i + tan 2 _o )






Condition 2" %L < _yLT and ObL H _ %LT
_5 = _4 -
2
_ [ + o- LWL ,,_oL+ _0- (%_ E1 EL) (i + _)%4 -°L(l - / )
+ (YyLT !ELT - ELT + _ii -°yLT (ELT EI
2
2 E1 o L
£) + J
+ %T_ ( T,_..... +--I +ELT 2E I ELT E 1 EL ELT
Ii (:L-] ])
L LT
(%3 E1 - EL) 1
%, %,m(_+ #_)
'2 i '
%2[ELT tan _ + _) + E 1 (i - _/o (7 T, LT
E1 _ O-oL (i s//2)
- L
f _) t %,%I_ (7 +
:ii_!iiii_i!;<:!_i: %%
_!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii,_ii!ii_i_
_) z 6, 6, %T, # # )
+ %T,_ ( T,__..... + ) - (1 -ELT 2EI ELT E_I EL L LT
Condition, _" CrbL and ObL H > OTL T
%_ %__ _, Oo_,%0 (%__'i-_'_,)
%, + %, %(£-7)
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the hoop direction will differ from the load in the meridional direction and
will vary along the surface of the head because of differences in load pro-
portionment in the filaments and liner caused by winding-angle variation and
components of filament stress.









The netting analysis, which assumes that the composite loads are all
carried by tension in the filaments, requires that
= tan 2 o_ (30)
ii!iii!!iiiiif_, _i ! iii_
Because the meridional stress in the liner is constant at all
points on the contour at the design pressure
N_L = O_LT tL = kl Pd-_a2 (31)
the liner hoop loads can be expressed as
where














k = k +-------
i pd a
(32a)




























Improved Filament-Wound Construction for Cylindrical Pressure Vessels, Technical
Documentary Report NL-TDR-64-43, Vol. I (prepared by Aerojet-General under
**Contract AF 33 (616)-8442), March 1964, p. 13.
I.bia., p. 14.
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cos _ i - sin
D2




tan 7 sin _ + cos _ cos @
sin @
(39)
From Equation (14) ,
-Za







tan _ d___ du











tan 2 a =
Ibid., p. 16.
tan 7 (u') + cos e
sin 8 + (u')
an 7 (u') + cos












U ! = .-Q
Ix2 - (y tan 7 ÷ Ca)2] I/2 _2, (u tan 7 + C)2] I/2
x Z
tan 7 + u tan Y ÷ 2
2 tan 7 + (u tan 7 + C)
tan C_ ............. - ....... (46)
2 _ (u tan 7 + C) + (Z + ) - (u tan Y + C)
Substituting Equations (33) and. (34) into Equation (32), the differen-
tial equation becomes
1/2 --
- Z _ + (u')_ Z u"
U" 2 .......... k
u,
tan 2 (_ = (32a)

















- zQ l+ (_I
C>_/ii
I dQiz (Q2 _/2 z+ I) 2+ , -
Q2 + i
..... i/2 ......
z (Q2+ i) - k
dQ
So]ving for d-_'
112dQ 2 _(Q2 + i) tan2_ Z (Q2 + i)
am : _ z ' - _ i/2
2z (Q2+ i)
- k]+k
I" 2 i/2 2 12 (Q2z + i) -k (tan c_- i) + Z (IQ_2+ i) ....(tan _- 2)
2Z (Q2 + 1)
i/2I i/22 (Q2+ i).......-k + l)Z 2"Z (tan2_ - l) + (Q2
.
2
(1/2 tan _- 1)t
where tan2_ is defined by Equations (38) and (46) for the geodesic-isotensoid
and in-plane patterns, respectively.
Equation (47) is solved by Runge-Kutta integration using a high-
spe'ed digital computer_ noting the following boundary conditions at the
equator of the head" Z = i_ u = 0, and Q = 0.
Filament-wound pressure vessels contain an inflection point that_
for vessels without a load-carrying liner'(k = 0), occurs at _ : tan-l-_/-2.
(47)
i!i_ _
This inflection, which occurs when Equation (47) changes sign, is also present
in the vessel configurations derived for filament-wound vessels with load-
carrying liners. As seen in Equation (47), the change in sign occurs at
cz = 45 °. Because there is a discontinuity when Equation (47) changes sign
and because Equation (47) ----4" oo when c_ _/2 or @ _ 0°, special equations
must be written for the last point on the contour (c_ = _/2). There are four
areas of concern"
i. The in-plane wrap where the next-to-last point is on a sphere
(i.e., the point is past the inflection point).
2. The next-to-last point of an in-plane wrap is on the true
contour (i.e., the inflection point has not occurred).
o Equivalent of first area for geodesic isotensoid.




For cases where c__ _/2 as the last point is approached, and
since _ _ _/2, Equation (12) _ 0 and k = r2/a. For this end condition,
Equation (12) (substituting u' = I/Q) becomes
z/2
- Z 112
Ik Ii/2Q=+ z- - i
o
The negative of the square root should be used because Q is negative.
For the first area of concern, Z of the last point equals ZL, and u
of the last point equals uL"
ZL = uL tan 7 + C
(49)
If Z and Up are the coordinates of the next-to-last point, the
infinite-difference form is
Z L - Z
, _ =Q =
u L - uP I k2 111/2
Equations (49) and (_0)are solved to define ZL and UL.
(50)
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For the condition of an in-plane pattern on a sphere, _ and uL
are obtained as indicated below. The circular arc is
iiiiiiiJlli_'
Z2 + (u - s) 2 = Ir] (5z)
where
r = rI = r 2
Thus, at the next-to-last point,
S -- U --
P
The derivative of Equation (51 ) is
(52)
Since












ZL = uL tan y + C
(54a)
(49)
















uL tan7 +C =D (49a)
where 2
[(r 2 1s = - ) - (zp)p (52)
The actual solution of the head contour and stresses in a filament-
wound pressure vessel with a load-carrying liner is accomplished by the applica-
tion of the previously derived equations in an order defined by the specific
input to a computer.
C. CYLINDER DESIGN
In order for the cylindrical portion of the vessel to complement
the head design, stress continuity must be maintained at the junction of the
head and cylinder. At the design pressure, Equation (i) defines the equilibrium
of forces in the meridional direction of the head at the equator and must also
be valid for the longitudinal direction of the cylinder"
_d te + _bLTtL = Pda2 (i)
The load-carrying capability of the hoop composite must be incorporated into
the force-equilibrium equation in the hoop direction"
D-27
°fHd tH + _LHTtL + _d t tan2 _ =e o Pda
At the design pressure, the hoop filaments are assumedto be at the samestress
level as the longitudinal filaments. With this assumption and the previously
established liner and composite thicknesses, Equation (56) is used to determine
the thickness of the hoop composite"
_ i____( O_dt tan2 cz - O_LHTtL)
tH - C_d Pd a - e o
(57)
Equilibrium of forces must also be maintained in the cylinder at the wrapping
condition. Continuity requires the same equilibrium of forces in the longi-
tudinal direction of the cylinder as exists in the meridional direction of the
head at the equator:
p a
W
o-0f t + o- tL (7)e oL =
In the hoop direction of the cylinder, the force-equilibrium equation includes
the hoop-filament contribution and can be expressed as
_fH tH + _LHC tL + o_f te tan 2 (Zo = pwa (58)
Liner hoop stress and filament hoop stress are both unknowns in this equation.
Because stress continuity in the liner at the junction of the heads with the
cylinder is desirable, the hoop stress in the cylindrical portion of the liner
is assumed equal to the liner hoop stress at the equator of the head. Equation
(58) may now be rewritten so that the hoop-wrap filament stress is expressed
as
i
o- = -- (p a - o_f t tan 2 CZ - tL )
ofH tH w e o °_LH
(59)
D. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
For the structural analysis of filament-reinforced pressure vessels
with load-carrying liners_ compatibility is controlled in the meridional
direction only in the head and in the hoop and longitudinal directions in
the cylinder.
l. Equilibrium of Forces at pN___TNL_ and TNF
Meridi onal Direction
PN r 2 (60)





Hoop Dir ec tion
PN r
T"
oNf t tan 2 2 __2+ t + tH .... (2 - ) (61)e ONLH L ONfH = 2 r
x x x I
• Compatibility of Strain s from Col)dition "OLD.,'' to
Condition "i_"
Longitudinal or Meridional Direction
_Nf _OLDf
X X






Hoop Direction (Cylinder 0nly)
°NfH _0LBfH
X X
_ - - + _f ATf = etL H
ENf EOLDf x
I, (q0LDL v )
- - oL _0LDH
EOLDL x x
etL and etL H are computed as follows"
X
< and <
Condition I : ÛNL _NyL _NLH qNyLH
X X X X
I ( _N )tL - °NL - VNL LH
x ENL x x
etLH - I _ ((_hLH - VNL (_NL)
x - _,_i, x x
(62)
and ONL H _> qNyI_Condition_2: ONLx < _NyLx x x
_NL _NLH1 [ ]
_ _ x I VNL




_ x _ , x + _NyLH x
















X EN I 2EN I ENL
- _NyLHx ENI
!!!_i!iiiill_ I!_I_i i_ _ i_i!i_'
Condition _4: _NL -> _NyL and _NLH < _NyLR
X X X X
x x I _ I
etL - - _ _ _NyLxx ENI ENL ENL
, x _ I _i_L
etL H = - 2E N + = - ,x EiqL I _NyLx 2_N I ENL
3- Solution of Equations
_imultaneous solution of Equations (62) and (63), subject
to each condition, produces the required N filament stresses in terms of














The constants (Mn) are evaluated differently, depending on the state of
elasticity (i.e., which condition prevails)'.
._iii!i_ii!i_Y_/ii!!i
iiiiill_ Special considerations for heads and cylinders are as follows"
For heads, M33 = M35 = M36 = O, and M34 = 1.0, tH = O; and for cylinders,
r2/r I = O.
All other constants depend upon whether the liner stresses exceed
the yield or not"
Condition 1: _NL < ONyL and _NLH < ONyLH




= I+ EN L---_f('t'LX)_ ENLENfVNL (t-_.x) tan C_
ENf ( pNr2 I1 (2- r2 )M32 ENL I- ,2"tL-) - VNL _-







..f 2)(I -ENL _,NL) EN_ [_02 EOLDL LDH




M34 I +----( )
= ENL _L
t [M35 (_) ss_-
= ENL VNL
t H
M36 = VNL (_L) ENfENL
- tan 2 oe]
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and _NLH _ _NyLHCondition 2: ONLx < ONYLx x x
t t
ENf e e
_ _ , x 2M31 = 1 +----( ) ENf (i '') tanEN L 2EN I L
M32
ENf (P.N r2 ENf
" ) - 2
ENL "2t L ENI
(P_N: r2)(2 - r2
2t L 71 )
x] [
- EOLDL OLDL - v + -x o L GOLDH 2EN I






r2 PN r2%.f%1 (p"t_-L )- _NL%_ENLf ( 2:t_-






- v _0 L] + aTL- _f aT
o L LD ENf L
ENf tH
M34= I +----( )
EN 1 _L
t Iv _ tan 2
M35 = (<) NL ENf ENf
L EN L EilI
M36- 2ENI .
Condition _ : > and
........ z °NL -- _NyL _NLH _NyLH
x x x x
M31
t t
ENf e '_- e
= - _ (t :=) tan





ENf (PN r2 r2
_--) (7) + %yJ_H
ENI "_2_tL -rl x
ENf ENf
- ,,_.----vN +
2 EN I mNL (_NyL
X
ENL EN I j ENf ATL - fl 'I I (_
_f aT - ENf







3ENf ( PN r2 _]_f EN_
I i"l m,, t ) °N_ I %aEN I L
I_ fl ENfL aTL - o_f AT + EOLD f _OLDfH
ENf tH
%4 - _÷ --(_)EN 1
M35 =(_L ) ENIENf _ tan 2
%f (_)M36 - 2ENI
C,°n,di'ti,0n_,,: _NL -> qNyL and qNLH < _NyLH
t x x t x x
E _ e ) 2M31 = I + Nf ( ) - VNL EN'f'(t_ tan _.

































































































Ot ONf tan _- (_ tH ONf He
°NLH .... Ot - - r tL + (61a)x - L i tL
4. Stra3 n s
The total biaxial strain of the metal shell in either direc-
tion has three components: elast_c_ plastic_ and thermal strains. The elastic
and plastic portions are further complicated by the influence of Poisson's
effect. When these considerations are combined, four stress-field-dependent
conditions may exist for the calculation of total strain. A generalization
of the method presented in Section II_A_I will be used to provide equations
for the calculation of metal-shell biaxial strains for any stress f_eld.
All metal-shell strains are referred to the initial zero-strain condition as









Condition 1" °L "_ %L and OLH < %LH
The total biaxial strains in the meridional and hoop directions
°L °LH
i/




epLH = _-- ;YL _ + CZLATL - epoLH + AeoLH
(66)
(6T)





A_L H = 0.0
(69)
The plastic sets are
AeL = AeoL
(70)
Ae LH = Ae oLH
(71)
Condition 2" O_H > O'_L H and o"i <_ %L
The total biaxial strains in the meridional and hoop directions are
% (½) %e ,! .... _]LI+ c% minT, - e + Ae (66a)
2E I - ELJ poL oL
+ AeoL H (67a) ,_ii!ili!!!!_i_ _ li_
_z_ ¸ _
'_;i_iiiiiiiii_,_ii_i_,_ii_




A%_ = o-ia- %_ (69a)




A_L H + AeoL
(70a)
1 i_._}AO_L H + AeoL (71a)AeLH : EI - EL
Condition _" _L > _L and _LH > %LH
The total biaxial strains in the meridional and hoop directions are







<<i ¸...... ' <Z <!: P:! ....... i ...... C ::¸:T .... >_<'7 i <:71%:_ <!<: ! Z':::£illZ:¸
e - --
pLH E 1 2E I
+ Ae
oLH
The changes in yield stresses are
The plastic sets are
Ae L =A_L (__i _ __i) + A_LH (_L _ 2]{11)+ AeoL
E 1 EL
Z_e_-AO_T,_(__Z__Z)+Z_%T'(__ l___)+ _




Condition 4" o_ > O_L and O-LH _ _LH
The total biaxial strains in the meridional and hoop directions are
_L (i _ __i) + _L ATL e + he (66c)
epL = EU- E7 °-LH + SL EL E1 - poL oL
_ _T,__ (1) % + iepLfl - EL _II c_L (2--_I- _L ) + c_L ATL ep°LH + Ae°LH (67c)
The changes in yield stresses are
AO_L H = 0.0
The plastic sets are
Ae L =[.El ELI A_ L + &e oL











ay for _ > 45°






For one pass along the cylinder,
(72)
s : _CYT,) (73)
C cOs O_
0
The total arc length for the vessel is
sT s + + (74)
= c SH1 SH2
.........
2. Surface Area
The middle surface of the longitudinal composite is used to
represent the head surface area. The total surface area for each head, including
the port area, is
n
2 2AH = _ x + 2_ x + Z_y (75)O n
The surface area of the cylinder, referenced to the midplane of the longi-
tudinal composite, is
A = 2_: a (CYL) (76)
c
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and the total surface area of the vessel is
3. Weight
The total weight of the vessel is found by summation of the
volume-density products of the materials of construction. The weight of hard-
ware has been neglected so that total weight is given by
V
WT = PL VL + Pg c
For each head_ the filament-composite volume is
(78)
_iL!I_i
VC = 2_ a to cos _o SH (79)
where SH was found from previous calculations. The volume of liner for each
head is approximately equal to the product of surface area and thickness° The
surface area, however_ is calculated at the middle surface of the longitudinal
wrap. A second-order approximation would correct this area by the factor
I t+ 1a _ ( ° tL)
a
Because the wrap thickness varies and is always_ to_ this factor will still
overestimate the volume of the liner. An "exact" (numerical) calculation
produces difficulties near the port_ where the filament-composite thickness
becomes extremely large. The following approximation is therefore used"
It 1o2 a - (-_ + tL)VLH :t L (AH - _ Xo ) ........a




VLC : 2_(CYL)t L (a - _.
and similarly_ the filament-composite volume_ which includes the hoop and
longitudinal wraps_ is
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VCC: 2_(CYL) (to + tHC) (a + -7-tHC)
Thus_ the total weight of the vessel is





The internal volume of each head referenced to the middle
n
2 _-_ - -
VoL = _ Xo Yo + L2_ x y Ax
This volume is corrected by subtracting half the filament-composite volume
and the liner volume to give the volume available for fluid storage"
i )v_ = Voz - (7Vc + vz_
The contained volume of the cylinder is
t
o 2
VCYL = _ (CYL)(a - --_ - tL )









The efficiency of the complete pressure vessel is repre-
sented by the performance factor
(86)





A. LIMITATIONS OF ANALYSIS
The analysis presented in this appendix can be applied to any
filament-reinforced_ lined pressure vessel with the following restrictions"
i. The only applied load is a constant internal pressure.
2. The liner has a constant_ finite thickness•
3. The stress-strain curve of the filaments can be described
by a straight line.
4. The stress-strain curve of the liner can be described by
one or two straight lines with slopes representing primary and secondary moduli.
planar path.
•
The winding pattern is on either a geodesic path or a
6. The tensile modulus of the resin must be small in compari-
son with the filament tensile modulus•
7. The maximum strains in the vessel are small; it is suggested
that they be less than 5_-
8. The wrap angle must be greater than zero_ this requires that
the bosses have finite diameters.
liner.
. No temperature gradient exists in either the composite or
i0. Changes in temperature and pressure must be analyzed separately
if the liner is not in the elastic range.
The analysis assumes that the liner and composite react to membrane
loads only. Discontinuities in the vicinity of bosses are not considered. This
assumption is consistent with previous composite-pressure-vessel data indicating
that the composite in the vicinity of the small bosses (less than 20_0 of the
case diameter) has a higher margin of safety than other areas of the head°
B. FUTURE EXTENSIONS OF ANALYSIS
Advanced design analyses of filament-reinforced pressure vessels
with load-carrying liners can be based on the approach presented_ with the
following possible variations"
i. The liner thickness varies in some set pattern (e.g._ thick-
mess is a function of radial position or of the wrap angle at a point)°
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2. The stress-strain curve of the liner is expressed as an
equation rather than two straight lines.
•




















Surface area of cylindrical section
Surface area of head
Total surface area of vessel
Radius of vessel at equator
Distance from vessel axis to intersection of wrap plane
with equator divided by radius a
Length of cyiindrical section
Boss radius divided by radius a
Elastic modulus of filaments at room temperature
Elastic modulus of filaments at design temperature
Plastic modulus of liner at room tempera_ture
Plastic modulus of liner at design temperature
Elastic modulus of liner at room temperature
Elastic modulus of liner at design temperature
Elastic modulus of filaments at condition "N"
Elastic modulus of liner at condition "N"
TT T!
EOLDf Elastic modulus of filaments at condition OLD
TT TT
EOLDL Elastic modulus of liner at condition OLD










Design strain of liner (uniaxial) in hoop direction
Elastic strain
Plastic strain
Liner biaxial strain in longitudinal direction
Liner biaxial strain in hoop direction
Zero strain base for liner_ relative to filaments_ in
longitudinal direction
epoLH
Zero strain base for liner, relative to filaments, in
hoop direction
etL
Total positive liner strain including Poisson's effect
in meridional direction
tLH



































































Filament fraction in composite
Defined by Equation (32a)
Fraction of load taken by liner
Circumferential force per unit of width
Circumferential force per unit of width in filaments
Circumferential force per unit of width in liner
Meridional force per unit of width
Meridional force per unit of width in filaments
Meridional force per unit of width in liner





Inverse derivative of u with respect to Z
Inverse derivative of u with respect to Z at x = x
o
Radius
Meridional radius of curvature
Meriodional radius of curvature at equator
Circumferential radius of curvature
Filament arc length over cylindrical section
Filament arc length over head
Total filament arc length
Normalized distance to center of spherical close-off
dome
Design temperature
Design temperature of filaments
Design temperature of liner
Room temperature_ RT



























































Composite thickness at equator
Axial coordinate_ y/a
Axial coordinate at x = x
o
Axial coordinate of next-to-last point on head contour
Uni ts
ino
First derivative of u with respect to Z
Second derivative of u with respect to Z
Volume of filament-composite material in head in.3
Total volume of filament-composite material in in.3
cylindrical section
Contained volume of cylindrical section in.3
Contained volume of head in. 3
Total volume of liner material in.3
3
Volume of liner material in cylindrical section in.
Volume of liner material in head in.3
3
Internal volume of head referred to middle surface in.
Total contained volume of vessel in.3
Total vessel weight ib
Radial coordinate (used as subscript_ indicates in°
evaluated at point x)
Boss radius in°
Average radial distance in.
Axial coordinate in.
Axial coordinate at x = x in.
o
Average axial distance in.
Radial coordinate_ x/a
Radial coordinate at x = x
o
Radial coordinate of next-to-last point on head contour
As subscript_ refers to Head No° i
As subscript_ refers to Head No. 2
S 0TS (cont.)
H






Angle between meridian and filament
Coefficient of thermal expansion, composite
Coefficient of thermal expansion, liner
Angle between meridian and filament at equator of head
Angle between wrap plane and axis of vessel
Finite change




Increment of liner plastic set in hoop direction










PL Density of liner







Change in liner zero strain base in hoop direction
Polar angle
Poisson's ratio of liner at room temperature
Poisson's ratio of liner at given temperature
Poisson's ratio of liner at condition "N"
T! !
Poisson's ratio of liner at condition OLD'
Density of filament composite
Design stress in liner (meridian)
Design stress in longitudinal filament
Design stress in hoop filament
Longitudinal stress in liner
Hoop stress in liner
Longitudinal-filament stress at condition "N"
Hoop-filament stress at condition "N"
Liner stress in longitudinal direction at condition "N"
Liner stress in hoop direction at condition "N"
Liner yield stress in longitudinal direction at
condition "N"












































Longitudinal-filament stress due to winding pressure at ib/in.
room temperature
2
Hoop-filament stress due to winding pressure at room ib/in.
temperature
2
Filament stress at zero pressure and design temperature ib/in.
2
Liner stress due to winding pressure at room temperature ib/in.
(meridian)
Unit s











_LDf Longitudinal-filament stress at condition "OLD"
_LDfH Hoop-filament stress at condition "OLD"
O-0LDH Liner stress in hoop direction at condition "OLD"
O-0LDL Liner stress in longitudinal direction at condition OLD" ib/in.
Liner stress due to winding pressure at room temperature ib/ino
_LHC Liner hoop stress in cylinder due to winding pressure
at room temperature
Liner stress at zero pressure and design temperature
%L T ( oop)
Liner stress at zero pressure and design temperature
C_°LT (meridian)
_L General liner yield stress in longitudinal direction
LH General liner yield stress in hoop direction
Yield stress of liner in tension at design temperature
o-' Filament stress at zero pressure and room temperature
of
o-' Liner stress at zero pressure and room temperature
oL (meridian)


















Liner thickness_ t L
Composite thickness, to (te)
Wrap angle _
o
Radius in meridional direction_ r1.0
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